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Printing of all kinds
neatly and quietly turned out at this office.
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Las

a warning of the approaching
Telegrapn and telephone lines
are badly prostrated..
Detroit, Mich., Dec. 12 Southwest
wind swept up the river at the rate ot
fifty miles per. hour today. Heavy
winds reported in all parts of the lake
region. At St. Joseph, Mich., snow

sent out

PRETORIA

storm.

HEARD FROM

President Steyn Tells of the storm raged.
British Defeat and Capture
Massachusetts Elections.
Boston, Mass., Dec. 12 Municipal
of Several Hundred-

HOLD-U-
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P

SPRINGER

to

They Required for Animals
Slaughtered.

rt'tnau,

Be

Solicitor General E. L. Bartlett has
written as follows to Secretary J. A.
La Rue, of the cattle sanitary board:
"Your favor of the Cth, inclosing a
letter from Inspector Hendricks, with
reference to.t,be necessity of beef contractors furnishing bills of sale to In
dlan agents or cattle furnished theri
under contract for the use of the Indians, and asking If there is any ter
ritorlal law requiring such bills of sale
Is received, tmd It has my attention,
and In reply would say: That sec
tlons 75 to'f 78 inclusive, Compiled
Laws, amp!' cover the ground, thlr
being an old law found &a sections 64
to 70, Compiled
Laws of 1884, as
amended by. chapter 6. section 15, Session Laws of 1895, and section 7, chap
ter 52, Session Laws of 1898. The
first Subdivision of section 75 requires
the bill of sale where such stock ot
any part thereof Is to be shipped from
the territor or "slaughtered by the
purchaser?! Section 76 provides 8
penalty for any Violation of section 75
by a fine and Imprisonment It will
be observed(that this section 75 limits
the cases where bill of sale Is required
to "three classes, while section 119
being chapter G, section 15, of the Se3
sion Laws of 1895, makes it applicable
to all classes of animals and all sales
The necessity for a bill of sale for anl
mals to be slaughtered is equally great
with that for animals to be shlppec"
out of the territory, and should be
required by the inspector In every in
stance, an4 violators of the sectiof-shoulbo 'promptly prosecuted. "
Gre&t Britain eats her entire wheat
crop In abouf 13 weeks.

tb

J

Model

;

Restaurant,
,

Buildings in three years.
NO. 32

12. 1890.

BILLS OF SALE.

CATTLE

church were largely attended during
last week and will continue during tha
present week.
Victoria Gonzales, a woman of tho
town slut herself through tne right
lung with suicidal Intent ltai Saturday
night, and la lying at death door as a
consequence of her Jolly. The ball
entered the chest just below the col
lar bone and carao out below the shoulder blade In the back.
The flour mill proposition la assuming material proportions and no doubt
we win soon bo supplied with that
LEO.
much needed institution.
-

Four Men Attempt to Rob the
Floershe'm Mercantile
Company.

EVENING, DECEMBER

TUESDAY

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO,
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Las Vegas The City of
Homes. $!,MKM)Oinnew

MR3. M.GOIN, Proprlatreaa.
Good OooklntrThe best of
waiters employed. Everything;
the market affords on the table.

First National Bank,
LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS, President.
A. B. SMITH, Cashiet;
JOHN W. ZOLLAKS,
L. F. ADAMS, Assistant Cashier.
Vice-Preside-

Board by the day ora weak.
elections are being' held In seventeen
Railroad Avenue, next to Ike
cities In Massachusetts, today. In most
Lewis.
of them the main issue seemed to be COOL HEAD FRUSTRATE THEM
EAST LA 8 VEGAS, N at.
personality of the various candi15,000 BOERS IN CAPE COLONY the
American Federation.
.
dates for mayor. The eight hour law
Detroit, Mich., Dec. 12 At today's
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t
for city employes has been given promAifll Jelfc afti sAk iSbBk Aj
inence in some localities and the ques
A,McClure Rode To Springer session of the American Federation p
Labor convention, the executive counof pensioning firemen disabled in
And Prepared For Their
British Seem to Have Underesti- tion
cil reported Its doings for the year.
the discharge of iheir duties has been
, , Arrival.
mated Boer Strength Big
The report state I that brwcy workmade an issue In others, but the liquor
ers still retained some stationary en
license question in most cties ranked
Fight Expected.
OF LAS VEGAS.
JUST RECEIVED.
gineers in their unions notwlthstand
next to or ahead of that of the mayor-aftto
The
Optic.
Special
the
councl
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declared
lng
Socialists have candidates in
.
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Springer, N. M., Dec, 12, 1839 Last that the two should be separated.
Pretoria, Dec. 10 President Steyn several cities, including Boston.
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affairs
he
Bent the following details of the fight
Mats and Mountings.
men forced their way in'o the
Object to Bynum.
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store
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New
York,
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Intent
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with
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Washington,
Times,
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Swanepoel and Oliver, and storm- Democratic senators have intimated A. Whellhan. Early In the after t oon
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'Phone
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F. B. JANUARY. Assistant'Cashier
After a severe fight they of William
Kopjes.
D. Bynum, to be a member River cattle company, was hailed by had ana
pproved proposition for affilThe
were compelled to surrender.
of the board of general appraisers of four men near Colmor. They 'iilns iation with the federation Tro reprisoners are Major Stnrges and six New York. Bynum who was until heavily armed with Winchester? and port said that ibe
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typographical and
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having
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Northumberlands,
Palmer and Buckner Democrats, is less came to town, notifying the express creed that the la'.f er must te "members
about two hundred and fifty
any of their organization, which action the
Paid up capital, $30,000.
acceptable to Democrats than a life company, and all places wr-eofficers and men ot the
amount of money is kept. He sus- machinists refused to endorse. The
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long
to
Irish Fuslleers. It is impossible
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pected that they would attempt to council expressed Us dKtpprovcl ot
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state the number of dead and wounded
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The Beers captured three
British.
In
More.
the
placed himself on guard
local or national union without havcannon and two ammunition wagons. Insurgents Badly Scattered in Luzon, One man came In two or three times
ing first referred the miUer to the
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London, Dec. 10 The war office reRebellion No Longer
Organized
during the evening, purchasing tome federation. On ihe recoTimpndi.tion
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ceived the following from General
Exists.
small articles, and after the sto.o had of the resolutions committee tho exeDec
Forestier Walker: Cape Town,
closed again tried to enter ana was cutive council wi.,i
empowered to take
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11 Gatacre reports as follows: The
Washington, Dec. 12 The war of- admitted by Mr. Roy, foreman of tho. action in investigating the Idaho
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idea to attack Storraberg seemed
PACT0RY.
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fice received the following cablegram store. He purchased three handkertroubles. A flood of resolupromise certain success, but the dis- from General Otis, descriptive of the chiefs and when Mr. Roy let him out tions were
lie
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introduced, covering nearly
tance was
by myself military situation in Luzon- - Manila, three
out ot the best Imported stock, and
were point' d at every subject of interest to lahci.
employ the most skilled lubnr.
and the local guides. A policeman Dec. 12 In Bulucan province the In- him, but he slammed the door ut the
VOU iiiJED NOT
Miss Susan B. Anthony asked perYou cun tell what our' goods are
took us round some miles, consequent- surgents are scattered and driven east faces of the robbers, who entered the
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sale at all
Laundry.
places.
Behind Closed Doors.
are ill ted 1)V me
Mall orders promptly attended to.
menced firing from the top of an un- dred. Considerable insurgent prop in the person of G. A. McLure, who
Dnrw t.ii"a! Mhimlnto sitt isf action follows
We iron the edges of all col
Washington, Doc. 12 The Robertf.
or
Call
on
address
L
of my patients wi:i tell vou this.
scalable hill and wounded a good many erty, vlth records, arms and ammuni was stationed further back In tho store investigating committee met
lars and cuff on a
today be- fliAny
G. A.GOSSER, Prop.
of our men while in the open plain. tion has been captured. Our troops firing away at them In almost total hind closed doors to discuss the reSPECIAL MACHINE.
JAM,ES A.
The second Northumberlands tried to are now In the mountains In puisuit. darkness. The robbers findin" tuoy ports on procedure, form of
subpoena,
turn the enemy but failed. The sec- Tho insurgents have .been driven had come face to face with a deter- etc. In the
iriOUHB upucian,
Las Vegas Steam Laundry.
meantime, Mr. Roberts,
'
ond held on, supported by rrounti 'l
from Subig Bay. Marines now occupy mined opposition, made their escape, himself, and a gathering of Mormons w Blxth SR, next door to Edward Henry," 'ado. Phooa 81.
Las V.r. Phoaa IT
or will clill at rtsidenee wlion aeslrea. ff)
held on, supported by mounted in- the naval station there. Our column going west toward Cimarron. It is and Gentiles stood outside the commit
fantry and Capa police. The guns moving west from Tarlac is now on the not known whether any of thorn were tee door awaiting admission.
H. E. V0GT &1C0.,
under Jeffreys could not have been west coast of Luzon where it has been wounded.' Over twenty snots i;i all
better handled but I regret to say supplied. It encountered little resist were fired, and several larpo p;1iS3 in
one gun was overturned in a ' deep ance. The column Is now moving the front of the store was completely
I) mm Km
mullah and another sank In tire
west and south from Dagupan. along smashed.
. ''
i-air.
minimi
Neither could be extricated In the coast. There is no concentrated
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V
tiine to be available. Seeing the situ Insurgent force of Importance in Lu
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here, and
sheep ranch, southeast
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they were, from rizonn,
tells its own story. - We are showing all
withdrew our fores from ridge to ridge ance. Troops are
in that their way to Folsom to buy some fine
We nave an elegant
about nine miles. The Boer guns Sectfon. Organized rebellion no long stock., i The officers have cVscrilions
styles tor noliday
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patwere remarkably well served. They er exists and ouv troops are actively which are not for
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publication at this
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carried accurately for 5,000 yards.
Our Glove line is complete. See
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pursuing the robber bands. All Im time. It is felt here by a.l tnat G. A.
am holding Bush loans Hoek and Cy portant and threatened centers ot pop McLure saved the Sompnny several
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and Northumberlands
Sterksstrom
work, and daring opposition to tho proMAXWELL TIMBER CO,, Catskill, N. M. .
Christmas Presents.
DOINGS OF CONGRESS.
to recuperate. The wounded will pro
Shop South of Douglas Avenue,
wouW, surely have
posed
:
Between Sixth and Seventh street.
HOUSE.
ceed to Queenstown. The missing
,
been carried out had it not been for
FLORSHEIM MER. CO., Springer, N. M.
. Northumberlands
Telephone 169,
number 266 not 308
.Washington, Dec. 12 The debate him. No one was shot, a ; known yet,
of the currency bill continued in the
Sixth
as previously reported.
which seems almost a mlraeln
here
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BECKER-BLACKWEThis Space
House today. Owing to pressure for is no clue as to who
CO., Magdalena, N. M
the rebbers were.
London, Dec. 12 The almyst com;
to
Democratic
side
They secured nothing.
plete absence of news from the theatre opportunity of speak
Tennessee, minority
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of war up to 2:30 this afternoon in Richardson,
et
be"
HEAVY SNOW NEAR RATON.
We-Forgcreases the public anxiety so deeply leader, asked that night sessions
stirred by Saturday's disaster. Such held the remainder of the week. It
FRACTICAIa
We wish' to suggest that in purchaswas finally agreed that night sessions Fourteen Inches Fell Saturday Night
scanty messages as dribbled through for
u'
should
Xmas
Comfort
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ing your
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r
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tion Progressing.
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OVer thirty years at the trade with
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leading
was the first speaker today.
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tacks upon Tugela River and Modder
own
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United States,
COMFORTABLE FOOTWEAR
In his opening speech Grosvenor Special Correspondence of The .Optic.
River, dispatches showing the British 3aid
Can repair any make of watoh. Have full
manufacture.
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he
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the
Democrats
Raton,
same as
hopefi
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ot this
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bill, but they wure here the past two weeks passed to her rest
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Jersey Laggings, Arm Garters, WatchesClocks' and Jewelry.
the report of another days long battle wfth pending
you will readily realize by stopping in at the
the same old stale b.illie cry of Sunday evening at 5 o'clock, surroundA
West Side of Bridge at. Las Vegas.
Modder
Large Line of Gloves
along
River, Monday, but pos '16 to 1."
Going back to
platform ed by all the members of her family.
for Men and Boys.
flibly there has been a resumption of
declaration of 1896, Grosvenor Vro- - Mrs. Letton was one of our pioneers
fighting as reported by General Cron- duced a
Lambs' Wool oles,
That I have removed my
FOR FINE
poll of the members of the having lived here for about 20 years
'
je last evening, as a searching Lydito committee on resolutions at '''.Ice St. and up to a few months ago led a. very 125 Sixth
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Cork Soles and Polishes.
shell Are Sunday was probably a pre
ton building, and am now
Come and See.
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A message from Naauwpoort, dated izing committee privileges and elec- toward the mesa, while up the canUnsatisfactory Purchase
December 11, shows General French tions to proceed with investlgatons of yon and on top of the mesa it is all
has apparently no inclination to with election of Clark, Montana, and Scott, the way from four to fourteen feet
draw his advanced troops at Arundel West Virginia, the resolutions were deep.
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as It was feared might be the result adopted.
hours to make the round trip
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of General Gataore's defeat. General
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eminent
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Fench reports that his artillery on providing for a form of
v
in
December 11, forced the advance post for Hawaii, was sent to the committee
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Large engine
The Rhodesian force advancing to Spanish prisoners delivered over to
60c
Blocks
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hair handsome - finish. . . . . . . . . .'. .23c with ABC
the relief of Mafeklng reached Gabe the Philippine forces under Agntnafdo
rones Fort on December 2, and found flying the Philippine flag accompany
Iron Wagons at $1.25 and $2.25.
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The biggest Kid Body Doll ever
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Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 12 One of the ler and Pettgrew liie res il iUon was All of pur ranges guaranteed. If not paid than any other company.
Deathclaims paid with the utmost promptness and dip patch.. Writes
heaviest gales of the year prevails on referred to the committee on military satisfied, range can be returned' and
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25 per cent, (and .thank God only
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PublUhed by
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thing
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The
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will
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Orrio
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acre the law obliged them not to
not, under any
be respond bl for the return or
the following account of a big sale ot special womanly organism soon loses the
heafe keeping of any rejected mann- - sell for less than that
power to sway the heart of a man. Her
No
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not willing that the people who elect
woman. Dr. R. V. Pierce, of Buffalo. N.Y.,
Lipondenoa concerning rejected
with the assistance of his staff of able phyed them shall know of their official torially:
sicians, has prescribed for many thousands
of
ter
the
of
the
While little
doings
of women. He has devised a perfect and
doings and conduct their proceedings
ornoiAL FaPia or lab vboas.
remedy for women's ailments. It
secretly, they should, at the first op- ritorial land board have been made scientific
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because
tion. It is a positive specific for all weakportunity, be tried at the bar of public public heretofore
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ana debilitating drains peconcluded, one transaction has reach- irregularities,
obscurity.
culiar to women. It purifies, regulates,
The board may have obtained the ed the stage where It may be stated as strengthens and heals. Medicine dealers
The Las Vegas Optic exhibited
it, and no honest dealer will advise
finished beyond the danger point at sell
much enterprise on Tuesday In giv best possible price for these lands
you to accept a substitute that he may
but why these unusual precautions of which meddlers might seek to pre make a little larger profit.
Ing to its readers the president's mes
" was afflicted Willi Kidney iroiiDie ana i
vent a purchaser ot lands from buy- haveI always
had a torpkl liver," writes Mrs. R.
secrecy.
Re
In
full.
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sage to congress
of Duflau, Erath Co., Texas. " When
where the expenditure of ing of the territory. Several months Crosswhite,
Usually
vour medicine I was not able to
commenced
porter.
on my feet. I used- one bottle of Dr.
large amounts of the people's money ago well known Chicago capitalists stand
ana nvc vihis ji
Fierce Favorite
' Pleasant Pellets.' I am now well. I had
State Senator Barela, of Colorado are Involved, for erection of public were approached with reference to the his
in four months when I commenced
not
walked
has occupied his Beat at each recur buildings, etc., bids are called for and establishment of an Irrigation system the treatment; but" in ten day I wa able to
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ttire for thirty years
Pilosest, senate, Butler (N . C.)
When the expenditure, of large self and A. L. Spalding, a millionaire,
The next best record for a state sena
Sulzer (N. Y.)
of the people's lands, (In this the president
of the great bicycle house,
tor Is held by a man in Massachusetts amounts
dressed, senate, Wetmore (R
Best
case the lands of the school children trust, and a famous dealer In sporting
Senator Barela represents the district
McClellan (N. Y.)
I.)
house,
for the school children will be the goods, and associates of that gentleIn which is situated Trinidad and is a
Most
Picturesque, senate, Wolcott,
greatest beneficiaries from 'their sale) man, came out to look over the propo
Democrat in politics.
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Bailey (Tex.)
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The average reader will be amazed
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to learn that little New Hampshire sible bidder that puts in the best bid? terested in the famous resort
Plainest, senate, Spooner, (Wis.)
does not presume to say son's hot springs. The result was
The
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with less than 10,000 square miles, hae that
there is any Jobbery involved In that it was determined to establish house, Eddy, (Mon.)
no less than 406 lakes and ponds, 154 this
Oldest, senate Hoar, (Mass.) house
deal, but if any public board the- Irrigation system, provided the
.brooks, 68 rivers and 294 mountains desires to be free from
criticism In lands could be had for the application Grow, (Penn.)
This makes Iowa look small. Colorado future its actions should be
Youngest, senate, Beveridge, (Ind.)
open to of water. The Mimbres farms are
a big state, has 556 creeks. Alabama the public. There- Is
too fertile, and the region Is adapted to house Robbins, (Ia.)
entirely
has 663 creeks and 87 rivers. Iowa strong a
s
Fastest walker, senate, Wolcott
for pub fruit growing, farming and stock rais
tendency
cannot approach that record. Min- lic officials to consider themselves the
ing. Great tracts of land which could (Col.) house, Dalzell, (Penn.)
nesota lias 222 lakes and 140 rivers.
masters and the peole the servants and not be watered because they are away
Slowest speaker, ' senate, Pettus
once elected.deem It their privilege to from the river, and to a great ex (Ala.) house. Cox, (Tenn.)
The few remnants of the ence pow allow the
public to know as little of tent are upper valley rather than bot
Lightest hlonde, senate, Chilton,
erful tribe of Seminoles live in the what
to do as possible tom lands, lie- near the Mimbres, but (Tex.) house, Hopkins, (Ills.)
propose
they
Island keys of the Everglades, undis and
negotiate deals whfch when once have never been considered as val
Darkest brunette, senate, McComas
turbed and picturesquely primitive in consummated
they can turn and say, uable, and settlers could not utilize (Md.) house Curtis, (Kan.)
their habits and ambitions. They "Well, what are you go:rg to do about them. Therefore, the lands remained
Most Suave, senate, Elklns, (W
have never been tamed nor conquered. it" a sort of
the property of the government. It Va.) house Dolliver, (Ia.)
After their fatal defeat by the United policy."
was suggested to Mr. Burkdoll to
Most
senate,
Lodge.
Brusque,
States soldiers in the battle of the
utilize these, after obtaining them (Mass.) house, Boutello, "(Me.)
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Everglades, they dispersed,
from the territory. The result was
Richest member, senate Clarke,
Ottmar Mergenthaler, Inventor of that he made
up their residence in small detachapplication for 100,000 (Mont.) house
the
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on
ot
October
In
the heart
linotype machine,
ments on the Islands
acres of land that no one could use
Youngest bachelor, senate, Kean
the great ewamp. Here they hunt 28, 1899, at his home in Baltimore, without the construction ot a system
(N.
J.) house Chandler, (N. Y.)
of
Maryland,
fish and loaf.
consumption, aged forty of reservoirs and canals, which will
'
five years. For a number of years he require such a large outlay of money
Bicycles at Cost Must be Sold
In connection with the general com had been making, a brave struggle that none but a wealthy corporation
late Theodore Schuerman's
The
plaint that legislation In regulation ol against disease and did not despair could undertake the enterprise. The stock consisting of bicycles, bicycle
corporations drives the corporations of recovering until a few weeks be territorial land board agreed to sell supplies, sporting goods, etc., etc.;
out ot the state attempting it, the re fore his death. A widow and four the land to the company, half the land must be sold. Come and
get goods at
ported removal of the American Bell children survive him, and these are at $3 per acre, the price fixed by the cost. Or will sell stock as a whole.
Telephone company from Boston is an left In comfortable circumstances. Mr legislative act accepting the dona One nearly new Smith Premier Type
Interesting one. Is It possible that Mergenthaler was of Swiss parentage tion made by Congress for the benefit Writer tor sale. Those
knowing
the conservative and careful legisla and was born In Wurtenburg, .Ger of territorial educational and public
call and
indebted
themselves
please
toe
been
has
Massachusetts
tion ot
many, on May 10, 1854. He early dis Institutions, and a contract was enter settle.
much for the Bell corporation? At played a wonderful aptitude for me ed Into to this eftect. ' The other 50,that rate it will soon begin to look as chanics and became an apprentice in 000 acres Is to be purchased for the
Having purchased the second hand
If no state but New Jersey can come a watch and clock factory at the age benefit of the reservoir fund, as con store from J. R. Kirk, I will continue
of fourteen. In 1872 he came to Amer
templated by the same act of Congress the business in the former Hunsaker
up to the corporate standard.
ica virtually penniless, and drifted but the company was unwilling to buy 3tand on South Grand avenue, opposite
SECRET SELLING OF PUBLIC LAND to
at the same the Clement's mill. If In need of any
Washington, D. C, and later to the additional 60,000 acres
to Congress, Hon. Har
was
and
this deal thing in my line call and see my stock
it
that
price,
agreed
Baltimore.' In 1876 he began work
should be conditional upon the legisla- and get prices before purchasing else
vey B. Fergusson succeeded in getting on what was
to
in
result
eventually
ture being willing to accept the price where.
a bill through Congress donating large the
E. P. CHAPMAN.
productions of the linotype.
the purchasers may be willing to pay.
tracts of land for the use of the varma
had
he
1884,
the
luly,
completed
Second-hanThe agreement was entered into with
ious educational and public instituand misfit clothing all
hine enough to give a test. He con
In
the irrigation commission, territorial wool and just the thing to keep you
accepting tinued
tions of the territory.
improving the machine until
this donation the territorial legislature 1885, when a controlling interest was land board and the Un'ted States land warm this winter, guaranteed not to
should
commission, all present and approv contain any shoddy, for sale cheap by
provided that the land, If sold,
wught by a syndicate composed of s
The contract for the first 50,000 J. B. Allen, tne tailor, Grand avenue
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an
ing.
than
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less
for
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be
not
aumber of wealthy- gentlemen. The acres
is absolute, and payment will
f
but no limit was placed on bow much
price paid was $300,000. and, it Ie be made as soon as the general land
territorial
The
more, If obtainable. .
In
ever
this
laid, waff the largest
paid
Joe Martin the Sixth street shoe
land board, composed of Governoi country for an Interest In an inven office approves of the selections made
has just put In a complete line
United
of
the
the
maker
by
and
locating
agent
Otero, Solicitor General Bartlett
tion which had not yet earned a cent States land commission and
applied af men's and boys' shoes of the cele
Commissioner of Public Lands Al cent.- - Mr.
Mergenthaler
acquired for by the territorial land board. The brated Dittman make. Mr. Martin
pheus A. Keen recently negotiated arge amounts from this syndicate In
land selected is that which the com respectfully solicits your patronage
the sale of 50,000 ; acres of land In his
and from pany can Irrigate with its proposed
dealings
subsequent
m
In
acre.
speakGrant county at $3 per
royalties, but in 1891 an improved system. There cannot be failure to
New
Mexican
of
deal
the
says;
the
ing
machine was brought out, approve of the selections, for there
Hernandez & Young manufacture
"While little of the doings of the ter- linotype
Mr. Mergenthaler are no other claimants, and the act the flneBt varieties o creams, bon
time
ind
since
that
ritorial land board have been made
had little to do with the new devices donating lands provides for selections bons, chocolates and nut candies,
public heretofore because none of the which had
gone so far to perfect this to be made in this manner. The fees Nothing but the purest granulated su
business begun had been absolutely
21-t- f
machine.
His
royalty Interests will have been paid at the local land of gar used ,
reachhas
concluded, one transaction
was
to
noi
his
heirs.
continue
It
flee
of
the district where they are situ
ed the stage where it may be stated as
The $250 seal skin sacque to be
finished beyond the danger point at generally known by the public that ated, and it only remains for the in raffled oft at the Antlers on December
MerMr.
a
in
terior department officials to attend to
later agreement which
which meddlers might seek to pre23d, Is on exhibition at the Phil Doll
sent a purchaser of lands from buying genthaler made with the Mergenthaler the routine at that end of the line. The
store on Sixth street, where
Jewelry
of the territory." t
Linotype Company, "all typesetting funds paid to the territory for this
can be seen at any time. Chances
it
will
be
held
until
would
inventions
machine
which
he
the
secret
laqd
Is the land board a
legisla
body(
each.
created to transact business on the make during his life were to be the ture meets and apportions them to the $1
Instieducational
various
and
dis
Mr.
Men
of
this company."
public
yroperty
"Q. T.," and secretly handle and
If you want an express wagon ring
pose of big interests of the people genthaler's nama will go down to tutions entitled to share In the pro up J. J. Crawford. Clay & liivens,
244-t- r
ooth 'phones.
without 'the people knowing about it. posterity as the Inventor of one of ceeds.
or are they the servants of the people ;he most wonderful machines of the
While the detailed plans of the com
TO tlflRE A COLD JX OMK DY.
with their actions open to the eyes of lineteenth century.
pany undertaking this industry have
Take Laxative Bromo Quinioe Tab
the ueoule? Haven't the people a
not been announced, It is known that eta. All druggists refund the money
has
"A Heart as Sturdy as an Oak."
a great colonization scheme is con if it fails to cure, 25c. The genuioe
right to know what its servants are
248-6L. B. Q. on each tablet.
which
blood
the
about
the
what
But
will
There
a
doing.
be
townslte
templated.
i.
Mrs. H. M. North, the dressmaker,
In the acknowledged secretiveness heart must pump at the rate of 70 on the railway line from Demlng to
In the New.Mextcan .article giving the times a minute? If the heart Is to be Silver. City, and the resort at Hud has moved from 318 N. Grand avenue
account of the transaction, what is sturdy and the nerves strong this son's will be opened and used for a ho to 329 N. Railroad avenue, and re
meant by "finished beyond the danger blood must be rich and pure. Hood's tel, and perhaps ranch headquarters. spectfully solicits the patronage
point at which meddlers might seek aarsaparilla makes sturdy hearts be- While the company will engage in ladies desiring to have work- done.
to prevent a purchaser of lands from cause It makes good blood. It gives farming and fruit growing on its own Reduced rates for the next 30 days,
buying ot the territory?" If by "med to men and women strength, confi- account, colonists will be located up
dlers" is meant competitors who might dence, courage and endurance.
on small tracts to become consumers
For Baddle- and harness repairin
have been willing to have paid per
of the water which the company will
carriage trimming, etc., call on J. (
and the have to distribute. The
haps twice or .thrice as much for the Hoods Pills are
ability of the Jones, next to S. Patty's.Bridge street
to
cathartic
Hood's
take
with
only
institutions
various
land then the
company to carry out its Intentions
m a m
have been deprived of that much more Sarsaparilla.
is beyond a doubt Mr. Burkdoll hae
nix room furnished cottage for
A
to which they are entitled. Why
St. Paul's oathedral la the most had experience In the management of rent with all conveniences. Hot and
should the board enter into any secret
insured building In Great similar business, and the adaptability cold water. Apply Manager Greenheavily
294-t- f
transaction' with any individual or set Britain.
Of the lands for
agriculture and horti leaf, Hot Spring3, N. M.
It is insured for
95,000
of individuals, and as the New Mexihas
culture
been
already well proved
in ten offices.
can broadly states keep It secret, thus
by the settlers upon adjacent lands,
'
BE SORE AND CALL
who have for several decades made
preventing anyone else who may have
Something for the New Year
desired to purchase these same lands
The world renowned success of their living from the soil.
and see my line of fall millinery before
from knowing anything about It, Hostetter's Stomach Bitters, and their
xne company in mamn; the pur- purchasing elsewhere. New goods ar
Are not the schools and other bene continued
lull line of stamp mapopularity for near half a chase of the land, will represent many riving aaiiy.
ficiaries of the sale of the lands en century as a stomachic, Is scarcely
terials and
stockholders, who will purchase 160 ceived. . embroidery silks just re
titled to as much as can possibly be more wonderful than
the' welcome acres each, as provided by the law,
Mrs. Wfx Malboeuf.
obtained for them? How is the land that
greets Hostetter's Almanac. which does not, however, require that
board going to know whether the lands This medical treatise la
a
must
purchaser
published by
contemplate actual
could have been sold for more or not
the Hostetter Company , Pittsburg, residence upon the property.
customer
one
Itself
with
by contenting
under their own Immediate super
T is very
and quietly making a contract with Pa.,
Extremes in Congress.
to he
In that
Vfi
tnld that 11 inn'
him for the lands at the lowest price vision, employing sixty hands
New
World.
York
In
wearing
j. persist
s glasses they
allowed by law, in fact keeping t bo department. The issue of same for
will
become suited to
IjOO will be over eleven
Tallest, senate, Fairbanks,
(Ind.)
millions,
'
has
heard
that
nobody
anything
quiet
This
eyes.
your
Is avoided If you
about It until it is an accomplished printed in nine languages. Refer to house, Sulloway (N. H.)
are fitted bv me.
Shortest,
senate, Simon
(Ore.)
Onee fitted ntisoliite satisfaction follows
fact and too late for anyone to a copy of It for valuable and Interest
of
S.
W.
yti'.l
tell you this.
Smith
fPlAny
my
house,
and
ing
(Mich.)
patients
reading
health,
concerning
enter a protest or put In a higher bid
Fattest, senate,
Lindsay (Ky.)
Hasn't the public a right to know numerous testimonials as to the effi
something at least of these transac cacy of Hostetter's Stomach Bitters. house, Heatwell (Minn.)
Graduate Optician,
The Almanac for 1900 can be obtained
Thinest, senate, Beveridge (Ind.)
;
tions?
Sixth
of
St..
next door to Rdward Henrv 't
from
free
and
cost,
gen house, Richardson, (Tenn.)
druggists
Why are these lands not properly
(ft
Ifl or will call at
iiienee wlien
Baldest, senate Morgan (Ala.) house Hp Consultation rcfand fitting Free.desired,
advertised for sale to the highest bid eral country dealers in all parts of
J,
Bingham, (Penn.)
der Instead of ''being finished beyond the country.

MANZANARES

COMPANY,

Grocers
PELTS
HIDES
&

WOOL,

Newa-deale-

BE SAMPLED WITH
PLEASURE
and relished with gusto we have in
our superior stock of fine table wines,
cordials and sherries. Our choice
vintages of Burgundies, clarets, Rhine
wines and champagnes, can be tested
with pleasure by the connoisseur, and
our choice brandies, gins and whiskies are of the finest distillation.
When you wish your sideboard or
cellar stocked look at our prices.
Raywood & Co, W. End Brldje.

THAT CAN

"

iN.

: DEALERS

jEC

Ml Kinds of WativeProduce

ad Lh

Gray's Threshing Machines.
Hay Rakes, - - - Bain Wagons
Ties, Fence Wire, Etc

H. O. COORS.

HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
A.1--

i-

-j

EASTERN
OA.IsriSr"ED

Las Vegas Iron Works
J.

Q-OOD-

C.

Foundry and Machine Shop.
East Las Vegas,
ADLON, Propr.,

East Las Vegas, N. M. and El Paso, Texas.
rang, VI.

snicfc'o no danger; best power

ROOT. BAT WARD

HAV WARD

and

w. hayward & Son,
UTCHERS

thos.

rgating

Plaza Pharmacy.'

Dealers in Drugs, Medicines and Chemicals.
Patent medicines, sponges, syringes, soap, combs and bmshes,
perfumery, fancy and toilet articles and all goods usually kept
by druggists, rbyaicians' prescriptions carefully compounded,
and all orders correctly answered. Goods selected with great
care and warranted a represented. ,

,

Fish, Poultry, Home Rendered Laid Hams, Bacon, Pickles, Etc.

New Mexico.

Las. Vegas,
Life

Mutual

Union

Insurance

Coipj

OF?

Tie Latest Songs,

POlPTIAND,
(Incorporated

AND A HUNNDRETJ

1848.

SO-l-

SJS The only insurance company operating under a state law of non forfeit
ure, providing for extended insurance in case of lap3e after three years. Has
given better results in settlement with living policy holders for premiums
paid than any other company.
Death claims paid with the utmost promptnes and dispatch. Writes
any form of policy that may be wanted, and every poticy contains the most
liberal terms and best advantages.

as the Sun Went Down."
'Just as the Daylight was Break

35c:

OTHKKS.

PHIL H. DOLL.

Smith Premier

AT.

3F HI ro DIRtmV

TABULATOR

An Ever Ready , Effective Tim
and Labor Saving Device
...for Premier Uer.
Simplifies Bill Making and writing;
fi (rarcs of different denomination
la
column.
It in no way interfere with the
typewriter for nanal lines of work.
The Smith Premier Typewriter C.

CATALOOUI.

PURE MOUNTAIN ICE
pT

Las Vegas Hot Springs,
Montezuma and Cottages.

Saccf to

i

All grades and kinds of

Hard, and Soft Coal

17-l-

W. G. GREENLKAK
Manager.

Montezuma hotel at Las Vegas Hot Springs, N. M., has
Visitors to this famous resort may now
procure sumptuous accommodations at reasonable prices. The
Montezuma 'an comfortably provide for several hundred guests.
Las Vegas Hot Springs is one of the few really satisfactory
Rocky Mountain resorts. It has every essential the right altitude, a perfect climate, attractive surroundings, medicinal
waters and ample opportunity for recreation. The ideal place
for a vacation outing. For term address the manager.

THE

THE M.1N,

(fx

A. CORCORAN.

Mountain House and Annexes

Territory.

DICK HESSER
IS

JAMES O'BYllNE.

N. M,

Mineral Springs Baths, Peat Baths. Hospital, Mon.
tezama Ranch and Hot Houses, also Parks and Extensive

Las Vegas N. M.
Dealer

'

'!

A HEALTH RESORT.

WOOL DEALERS,

toil

,

East Las Vegas, N. M.

620 Douglas Ave.,

AND

&

50.000 Tons

Lakes and storage in Las Vegas Hot Springs Canyon. Orr lc"!
is pure, firm and clear, and gives entire satisfaction to our many
patrons.

Office:

WHOLESALE GROCERS

Exclusive Coal

-

-

Annual Capacity

1627 Chtynpa Street, Denver, Colo.

27-lt- o

S.F,Vatch Inspector

DEALER IN

WHOLESALE

Iflyer Friedman & Bro,

.

&

Agua Pura Company

Tabulating and
Billing Machine.

1

$50.00

Films.

The East Side Jeweler.

23-t-

AND UP TO

Cards, Paper and Dry Plates of all sizes, Eastman

New Nexico, Arizona and Northwest Texas,
PHOENIX. ARIZONA.

Th.

ing."

Honey, Dose You Love You
, Man?"
,
"Mr. Johnson, Turn Me Loose."
"Just one Girl."

KODAKS $1, $2.50, $5, $6, $8, $10

G. II. ADAMS, Manager,

-

for pumping

Call and see us.

purposes.

WINTERS DRUG CO.,

SIXTH STREET, EAST LAS VEQAS,N. M.
HEADQUARTERS FOB

N. M.

Mill and Mining Machinery built to order and
Hcpaired. Castings of all kinds. Machine
work promptly done. Agent for Webster
Gasoline Engine; Requires no engineer, no

DRIED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

d

'

Constantly on hand.

-

Practical

Best qnallty of pme anfi plnon wood, ready
for the itove. All kind of fence pouts. Prompt
delivery. Telephone 47 and a. .
.

Horseshoer.

West Lincoln Avenue.
H. M.

A. HlKRT.

Shop corner National and 12th Sts.

8CNDT.

HENRY & SUNDT,

:

Contractors

a

.JAMES A. NABB,

in 'Jhe building jcason supplying
choice grades of lumber to builders
We are prompt in
and contractors
delivering nil orders, and supply
nothing but the best seasoned yellow
and white pine and redwood lumber,
shingles, and all kinds of hard and
toft woods for building purposes. Also builder's hardwaie, bnilding paper
wall paper, etc. Builders arid con.
tractors will do well to get our estimate before going elsewhere.

i

now-a-day-

nnsat-Isfuoto- rv

We are Always Busy

Navajo Blankets.

-

'

V.

.

)

Bas,

Balio

,

Prescriptions Accurately Compounded;
.

Grain and Wool

u

Finest Toilet Articles Soap, Etc,
If in est Cigars In the City.

Plows, Harrows, Cultivators,
McCormick's Mowers and Reauers

"publlc-be-damne-

O00-D-A.3-.3--

DEPOT DRUG STORE

rs

i.

ID.

FOR ARTISTIU WALLPAPER
I have a thousand samples of

j2juilders.

te

wall paper. Drop me a line and
I'll call on you. Also painting of every
Dick Hbssbr.
description,

jgf"Estimates furnished free, on
The las Teias TeleptaB Co
stone; frame or brick buildings.
OUR MOTTO IS:
(
Oo Hancanaraa and Llncoia
.EOHEST WOEI v Flffi PRICES,
Electric Door Bells. Annunciators.
Burglar Alarms and Private
Telephones at Reason
able Sates.

All kinds of Blacksmi thing,
BRANDING

IRONS A SPECIALTY.

A share of your patronage solicited.

s.

At.

Wolverine Dairv
HERMAN BCUlHIOLTZi Frap

'

Tha milk from tbi dairy Is purified by
mean of tt, Vermont Strainer and Aerator which take off the animal heat and
odor by a atrainlDK proceaa and keapi
the milk iweet&ve to eight boars longer
ban tha ordioa rr metbad.
tWOolorado Telephone 183.

BICHANQS. BATE8
OFFICE : $36 per Annum,
KE&IDENCE: $15 per Annum.

Wagon Work

In fJtct, everything pertaining to toy line.

European Plan

American

The Plaza Hotel,

liltttf;T:;

H. A. SIMPSON,
Prep.

Las Vegas, New Alexico
Free Hacks to and

EAST LAS VEGAS

N M

aa

from all Trains

....

J. B. MACKEL,

Yoci put Into of empty thinking. Many a man has
GRANT COUNTY.
Potatoes in Greenland are alway.
Btomacb held high command, has demonstrated
small.
Very
Frequently they grow
should move oo his
WHOLESALE
incompetency to fill the place, be- Happenings in and Around the Big noMarger than marbles.
immediately. ing not a doer of the word but
Southern Mining Camp.
merely
When ttdneaut
LIQUOR ANO G!BR DEALER
a place holder. A soldier proves him
then comes
self to be a soldier by what he has Silver City Enterprise.
Indigettioo,
Ami Sole Ac at far
Conitipalion,
done. A Christian proves himself to
The new btcam hoist on the 140
Dyipepsil and
IX VOCAL AND
be a Christian by what he does. Many foot winze la the adit level of the
WANTED. rTPlLS
t
miifeir.
Billioutncu.
r..f..rit,-- .
if
Apply to Sirs.' t. Wilt at Mrs. O'Kwfe'a
The best medi- can absorb the word like a huge sponge Cooney mine was started Monday morrv.Hknct".
cine to take Is will absorb water, but are not doers ning and is working very satisfactorily
II oitetter'i of the word.. Ten
KOOMS
s
thousand receive A
WANTED -- TWO
and a half sample lot of the
Address -- I
Stomach HittGRADUATE SCHOOL.
care
Optic.
Bond.
ers. Try 1 1 the word where only a few do assorted ore was sent to the Silver
NORMAL TRAINING.
hoi; eft It, and the word. Most are content to listen City Reduction Works about ten days
POSITION IN GKCX'ERY
WASTED. or A other
t
I In etHhluli- KINDERGARTEN
TRAINING.
be convinced.
to
word
the
but
Do
to
not
do.
neglect
ago. The ore will run over 40 per
nient.
Four yean experience.
Able to do
MANUAL TRAINING.
be a coffin tor God's truth. He who cent copper besides good values ta
bard work. Address
th.aofiloe.
ACADEMIC SCHOOL.
receives the trutli and stores it up, gold and silver. The ore body at the
AT THE CHURCHES.
WANTEI-ME- N
AND WOMEN.
AG F NTS
LATIN SCIENTIFIC.
want one tnnxl agent, either man or
without
becomes
use,
a
of
bottom
winze
Is
over
six
the
feet
paralytic
woman. In everr town in the, lulled t,n. t..
Apply Into tlx novtril. It it
kly
ENGLISH.
take order for Men's, Women's and ChildShort Synopsis of the Sermons at the Christ says: "If ye know these things In width, more than 50 per cent of eautsst T)ra?vitsnr lv ma:l ;qui
ssmp-li.
ren's W'aternroof
anri Ui,u,.
COMMERCIAL SCHOOL.
Churches Sunday.
happy are ye if ye do them." Divine the entire body being fully as good as kLX BUUTUKltS, M Wwrca tx- New tut t u
coats; also Lad lesl. Waterproof Hklrts and
i ami witmeii IIIItKU iu.uu u f)u.UU S
v
living, thinking, acting is what the the sample lot tested as above. The
ween in vneirown town taking orders for our
f
garments. We furnish lunm
BAPTIST.
IlillPSniSAPf,
apostle means by .doing the word. The remainder of the vein will give 25 per
plos, beautifully Illustrated sample book and
The subject of the Rev. Sweet's dis- word is the mind of Christ; fellowship cent of concentrates which will run
Term Begins .
complete outtit. Instruct you at once bow to
nM lfn iru) Anil.
do the work and pay you onoe a week in cash.
of
life
in
the
course
Christ
than
ore.
"The
the
assorted
the
was,
higher
fellowship
Sunday
evening
ror full particulars mail this notice to the
Dundee Kuuber Corporation. Chicago. 11L
Fraaer & Chalmers have sold one
Green Tree and the Dry." His text that results in growth in the life.
Gfl tiCII 60TTLt
Christ forbids the taking of revenge. of their adjustable Comet G. Crushers
The Beat on Earth
VANTEI) -S- EVERAL B1UGHT AND was Luke 23:31. "The circumstances
I honest persons to represent us as manHe does not forbid- government, nor to the Momence Stone company,
agers In this and close hv conntleu. Kulur under which these words were spoken
ED0AR L. HEWETT,
Las Vegas, N. M.
Sw)0 a year and expenses.
III. (owned by Chicago and
Straight, bona-tidwere most trying the most dreadful forbid men to defend their manhood.
no more, no less sulury. Position
permanent.
If
men
had
not
defended
Eastern
Illinois
semanhood
Our references any bank In any town. It is dreadful circumstances lr Jesus' life
their
railroad) after a
omce work comiucted at Dome. Refer
Las Vegas Thone 133.
Colorado 'Phone ISt
mainiy Enclose
this world would long agj have been vere competition with other gyratory
ence.
stamped en Jesus had been arrested and tried and
velope, 'lue Dominion Company, Dept. 2, condemned to crucifixion. He was a hell and men gone into savagery crusher manufacturers.
This crusher
2uo
Cliicaga
and a carnival of lust and ciuelty 's the largest built and Is of enormous
compelled to carry his crocs to the would have
resulted that would have aapaclty, 200 tons per hour crushed to
place of his execution. He fainted eradicated the race
ere this. To be ilAt Inch ring. The selection of the
and sunk beneath his burden. The
doers of the word must be of our own Comet machine was determined solely
who
of
had
his
Roman
soldiers
TOR KENT OK LEASE. ON UPPER MORA
charge
A
will. Christian government Is never n Us merits, the adjustable feature of
tVe handle
in our line 4 rooms and upstulrs-t- l) acres of ground un- execution, took Simon the Cyreruan, by injunction or
cvciytaug
his
machine
of
compulsion.
saving the putting in
East Las I rjas Hack Lino.
VANmOIO(30LOT(MVw2r)1
A complete illustrated price list sent der Irrigation. Apply to Mrs. M. Green.
and bound the cross upon him and
Mr. Skinner spoke of the condition?
nother crusher to
tailings
free upon application.- - Thr Lowest
to
cross
bear
the
him
after
compelled
that cdmpelled 200,000 men ,to be' de and spills. Any other make of gyrao
Piickd Liquor House in the city.
win call for all Trans.
Jesus to Calvary. A great company
Af! m Tor iile Dj u itMing urocer .
;
o
Calls promptly attended ta
prived of their O jd given right ta rest tory crusher owing to lack of adjustconnecin
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Billiard
pcol room
followed to the scene of death. His on
on mum coRvma m twx or tie
Supday, in order that professing ment would have necessitated a smalltion, on second floor.
SALE- - SEVEXTY-FIVwkbiowtt mto KnY or matwiaiaw)
Christians as well as others might er machine for grinding tailings. This
EEET OK disciples or at least some of them,
Notice of Publication.
J
improved property on Bridge street at the women who had followed him from
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a
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gain
broad
little time. "At adjustable
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by
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Homestead Entry No. 4337.
paying .juFor
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Jesus
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address
good
weeping,
particulars Wii-the great Judgment there will be some patents and can only be obtained on
Department of the Interior, Land
K, uptic omco.
turned end said, "Daughters of Jerusal- body else than these workers that will the Fraser & Chalmers machine.
All the Wart all the pipe and a
to
Public.
Notice
the
Office
at Santa Fe, N. M., December
HO ACMES FINE
MEADOW
not for me, but weep for be held responsible those who comI7OK SALE
Married Nov. 30, 1899. at the home zinc, and everything pertaining to Treasury Department, Office of Comp- 1st, 189J .
alfulfit land, six room house, shed, em, weep
General!
stables, grain room and a pasture adjoining, yourselves and your children.
of Mr. and Mrs. James S. Campbell, of the range furnished free of charge.
pel them to do this."
troller of Currency,
lf
ml le square, good water right,
Notice Is hereby given that the folHardware
'vllhin bulf umile of east side postofllce, For If they do these things in a green
Plnos Altos, their daughter, Anna L. to We make the moat reasonable terms; Washington, D. C, August 25, 1899.
named settler has filed nolowing
mard title, l'riee $15,000. Also about 70 tree, what Bftall they do In a dry?"
PARIS IRRIGATION EXHIBIT.
Walter F. Cousland, Rev. J. G. Ruoff In fact terms to suit yourself.
Whereas by satisfactory evidence tice of his intention to make final
acru f land, five acres seeded to alfalfa,
Dealer
east of tie
After the Introduction the Rev. Sweet
The contracting parties All of our ranges guaranteed. If not presented to the undersigned, it has
jus; 3 place for a dairy,
officiating.
In support of his claim, and that
title, price $.1,000. A
Mora road near
Jr3e i Implements, Cook Stoves, Scrip of landfirston class
discussed his subject under the follow- President of Irrigation Congress Now are well known young people of Plnos aatisfled, range can be returned and been made to appear that "The First proof
will be made before the
said
$3,000. Call at Optic office for
proof
price
place,
old
will
stove
be
Altos and their many friends wish your
put back free National Bank of Las Vegas, in the
172-ing heads: 1st. The green tree and
address,
Collecting Valuable Data.
hnges, Garden and Lawn
of San Miguel county at
probate
judge
of charge.
them much happiness.
what Is represents. 1st, The green
county of San Miguel, and Territory Las Vegas, N. M., on January 11th,
Hofie.
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Office
and
at
exhibition
of New Mexico, has complied with all 1900, viz:
Ranges
tree represents Jesus. The green tree
Died, at her home in Plnos Altos,
The work of making a collection of
is beautiful, It is useful affording photographs and drawings of Ameri- New Mexico, on Saturday evening last, Opera House Block, rear of Schaefer't the provisions of the "Act of Congress
Antonio
for the NW4 Sec.
to enable National Banking AssociaThe World's Best
shelter. We must come near can irrigation scenes and structures Mrs. Gertrude Dlmmlck, beloved wife Drug Store.
15, T. 14, N., R. 22, E.
O. EHH. TRAINED NURSE AND kindly
ARTHUR
tions to extend their corporate existo be exhibited at the Paris exhibition of N. O. Dlmmlck. She woa the daughTreat ment and but lis a spec- the green tree to enjoy Its shade.
He names the following witnesses
ialty. Graduate of Grace Hospital. Resi- There are revelations In the shade of has devolved
Mr.
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tences and for other purposes," apof
Mrs.
and
of
Trevarrow,
dence corner Sixth line National streets. East
to prove his continuous residence upupon Mr. El wood Mead,
Las Vegas. 'Phone at.
proved July 12th, 1882.
the tree of life. There are no reve- the president of the irrigation con Plnos Altos. The funeral services
on and cultivation of aaid land, viz:
were
conducted
(Massachusetts.)
Now, therefore, I, Thomas P. Kane,
from
home
Mr.
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O
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Springs,
7;30. Address, V. L. Edwards, Principal, Las
afternoon by Rev. J. A. Mussell, of An
Currency, do hereby certify that "The
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LAS VEQA8.
in the town of Las Vegas, In the counRIDQE 8T.
Dr. J. N. Warner, the veterinary BurejHORT oysters in any style everything
and who was in the spirit, on the this time he is busily engaged also a!
MANUEL
R. OTERO, Register.
the market affords served strictly
of
San
of
and
met
with a painful and very seri- FOR AMERICAN PRINCIPLES ty
Miguel,
Territory
24-t- f
Opera Cafe, Geo. E. Markliaiu, Prop,
Lord's day, In the shade of the tree the Important task , of investigating geon,
New Mexico, is authorized to have
ous accident on last Saturday morning,
AT THE SPRINGS GO of life had a revelation of God and His the conditions of Irrigation
in the which has
TOURISTS WHILE
succession for the period specified in
the liveryman lit the north
kept him confined to his
east corner of the Springs park and hire a glory, such, that even the prophets west, and has prepared the following bed since and from which it will
OPPOSED
posTO
IMPERIALISM its amended articles of association,
genus of the Old Testament never saw. The article, on this
good, gentle sun lie pony or more man 134-subject:
burro.
namely until close of business on
sibly take him some days to recover.
"The first purpose of the investiga- While out in the
FOR ALL KINDS OK SECOND green tree Is fruitful, also.
25th, 1919.
PAID
August
near
his
home
pasture
CASH wagons, buggies, saddles and har2nd. The dry tree represents the tion now being made by the experts of after a lame horse
In testimony whereof witness my
which he had been FAITHFUL TO THE PEOPLE'S INTERESTS
ness. If you have anything In that line, call
and we A. .1. Vunz. successor to A. Well on sinner where ever found.
the government is to aid farmers liv- treating for some time, the horse
hand and seal of office this twenty- 234-- tf
Bridge st reet.
3d. Both the green tree and the dry ing on irrigated land. To do this it lit kicked him in the
fifth day of August, 1899.
stomach, but fortu
Is more delightful in winT. P. KANE,
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Inspector Fleming'. Report.
In a review of the report of Mine
Inspector J. W. Fleming for, the territory of New Mexico, published by the
secretary of the interior at WashingD. C, "Mines and Minerals," has
ton,
Canned Sliced Bacon.
the following to say:
"The report contains the records of
inspection of each mine in the terriMost mild and Swtet cured of any tory, together with sever-imaps of
a list
In
and
the
mines
also,
on
territory,
meats
the market.
of the laws governing the workings of
FRESH STOCK JUST IN. coal mines in the territory. Inspec
tor Fleming makes a number of recom- - J
mendations Intended to improve the
conditions
mining Industry, and
Beef Loaf, these seem ofto the
Veal Loaf,
be very excellent
which- should receive the
Ham Loaf.
attention of the national government
They are simplv along the lines which
have been shown to be beneficial in the
older coal mining states, and they are
precautions which should he taken before a serious accident calls striking
GROCER.
attention to the lack of such regulations. They provide for the mapping
of the workings and make adequate
provision for ventilation and timber-InK-- "
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To anive in a few days, a car
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"ESDAY EVENING,

STREET TALK.
Cutlery at Gehring's.
Men's shoes, Sporleder's.
WANTED

Hams and Bacon,

OP

1 CLUB
E

Personal Mention.

A nurse

31-6- 1

at the hospital.

It
Boston Clothing House for men's
It
shoes.
Christmas numbers of magazines at
t
Mrs. M. J. Woods.
31-3-

Gold and silver jewelry

at.ujan

&

Rivera, the Bridge street Jewelers,
25-t-

f

Christmas presents to suit every
body in the well selected stock at
I If eld's.
Rumor has it that the Romeroville
ranch property has again been sold
to eastern capitalists.
The Colorado Telephone company
now have 205 telephones on their system In this city and vicinity.
For nice stationery, printed in the
latest styles of type, and on paper
that Is bound to suit.call at The Optic
A real estate man informs The Optic
for a large sanitarium
being erected in Laa Vegas are ex
tremely good.

that the chances

J. M. Hernando left tht.i mo-nifor San Ignacio.
W. B. Mowry left for Los Angeles,
na

California, Saturday.
,
W. B. Giddlngs is in from bis ranc1
near Puerto de Luna.
R. P. Carmeln has reported for duty
after a few days Illness.
Sheriff Campbell of Colfax county,
is In the city on official business.
J. H. Daniels, lb at Glorieta In the
interest of Gross, Blackwell & Co.
Joshua S. Raynolds was a passenger for the south yesterday j:ftot-noon- .
Mrs'. H. T. Warner is expected to
arrive In the city the latter part of

the week.
Mr. Benjaman manager of the Harvey house system Is in the city Inspecting the local house. "
A. M. Blackwell Is in St. Louis, Mo .
visiting his family. He will remain
until after the first of the year
Walter Sporled'.-r-, who waS Injured
in a wreck a short time since, Is re
ported as being very much Improved,
Miss Radcliff arrived In the city
last evening from Bent Harbor, Mich.,
and expects to spend the winter in
Las Vegas.
,
H. G. Thompson, Pueblo: Wm. Jack
son, Chicago; D. M. Young and wife
Sheboygan, Wi33., register at the
Plaza hotel.
D.
Mrs. E.
Bullard arrived in the
city Sunday from California and will
spend a week or two here the gueBt of
Mrs. A. H. Whitmore.
Mrs. B. C. Piltenger arrived in the
city Sunday evening very much Improved in health, as a result of her
medical treatment In Denver.
Robert Campbell, Raton; W. A.
Shaw, Lamy; H. C. Robinson, Kansas
City; H. S.Glass, Shoemaker, registered at the New Optic, yesterday.
E. R. Houter, Pueblo; F. H. McGee,
Denver; N. D. Norton, Denver; E. C.
Dewey, Denver; and Max Friedman
are yesterday's arrivals at the Casta- aeda.
E. C. Dewey from Denver is in tho
city, and like George Dewey, .handles
hardware.. He
is talking Sidney

Some unknown person appropriated Sheppard, to our merchants and says
unto himself a great big quarter of Las Vegas is all right and will come
fresh beef taken from Joe Wadding-ham'- again.
Miss Josephine Bassett and mother
back porch last Saturday night.
left today on the noon train for Call
Mrs. Dolores Garcia, grandmother
ornia for the benefit of the latter's
of Lorenzo Lucero, died last night at health.. A
large number of Miss Bas- Mr. Lucero's home on the west side,
3ett's young friends were at the staafter an illness of two weeks, aged ion to see them off.
80 years.
Off For Mew Mexico.
Those Interested'irTAztec relics will
The. Northern Indianlan, contains
find a large collection at Murray's
where they can see at the same time the following concerning a gentleman
his large stock In Guadalajara and In who recently arrived In this city with
his family, to reside permanently:
t
Man pottery.
"On Wednesday evening
The local wool merchants of thl( John M. Reid and family left for Las
city have about 25 car loads awaiting Vegas, New Mexico, where they will
the raising of the blockade at Galves loin their two eons at that place and
ton, Tex., that It may be shipped to propose to make tfielr future, home.
the New York market by water.
There are a host of people in this
The largest assortment of men's; win place and the county at large who will
ter underwear, all prices, colors and .egret to lose Mr.. Reid as a citizen,
quality are offered at great bargains while our personal regret is that we
Call and see us In, our new store. The were not aware of their departure so
t
Lewis Shoe and Clothing Co. .
soon, and consequently failed to bid
them good bye. Had we known It we
be
the
to
seem
Masquerade balls
should have been at the
The east side fire certainly
rage
train, for Mr. Reid and ourself have
on
New
one
will
give
department
Year's night, and the E. Romero's Will been warm, personal friends for many
ollow on the 22d of February with an- years, and we shall miss him much."
other.
COURT NOTES.
By the end of the present term of
Assessor Esquibel is at work getting
court Judge Mills will have the docket
up a complete poll tax list of the pre
cincts throughout the county. He cleared of all cases that have not been
asked for continuance.
pays precinct No. 29, East Las Vegas: 'specially
The case of Damaclo Chaves for
contains the names of something over
robery of a store at Tremetina occu1,110 delinquents.
pied the attention of the court all
The wind of last nk'ht and today lay yesterday an! today and the case
ts part of a terrible blizzard that was was
given to the jury this afternoon.
raging between Haton and La Junta The murder case against F. Gonzales
Trainmen report six Inches of snow was taken up this afternoon and will
at La Junta and the thermometer as Ikely take all day tomorrow.
registering below zero.
W. H. Fowler, who was confined In
J P. S. Mennet has been commis- the San Mguel county jail, charged
sioned captain of the Otero guards of with the larceny of 2,800 sheep, near
this city. He will no doubt make Puerto de Luna, recently, gave bail
Company "I" a splendid company as 'or his appearance at the next term of
besides being a first class military cfourt in Guadalupe county, In the
sum of $5,000 and was discharged
f man he is a thorough tactician.
from custody. W. B. Bunker and O.
If you wilt closs your order now for A. Larrazolo are his
attorneys.
a nobby tailor mrde suit, overcoat or
amcan
in
same
here
have
trousers,
The banner for Las Vegas Lodge
ple time for the holidays. Prices the No. 408, B. P. O. E., has been comlowest Fit and make guaranteed. pleted and is on display in the hall,
ft. is suspended from a brass
The, Lewis Shoe and Clothing Co.32-2- t
pole between two uprights. The foundation
Mrs. Ella McCaddon has leased th
3f one side is of purple silk.. In the
kitchen and dining room apartments in center
is an elk head painted on
the new brick reenntly leased by Hall cream
colored satin. At ti e top of the
&
C.
Jenkins from
J. Stoner
enberger
is the wording, "Las Vegas
on Grand avenue. This building Is banner
No. 408," at the bottom In large
Lodge
and
splendidly arranged for hotel
letters, "B. P. O. L.," in gold. The re
rooming purposes. Mrs. McCaddon verse is of solid
purple with the name
In
room
to
have
the
expects
dining
and number of the lodge In silver let
next
readiness to serve the first
ters. The members all think It is a
'
Thursday.
thing of beauty, and are very proud
A tramp leisurely walked into S. E. of It.
Markle's jewelry store on Sixth street
While the columns of the progreS
yesterday about noon and seeing a alve newspapers are opon to
correspon
pair of tinner's shears under the stove dents, readers1 and citizens to discuss
off.
In
them
his
and
walked
put
pocket
matters of public concern, said arti
Mr. Markle , soon missed the shears
cles
signed, such newspaper
which were the property of W. L. does being
not commit itself in any manner
Bloomfleld and notified Marshal Murwhatsoever as to the matters containphy. The shears had been sold to a ed in
signed articles. This Js suohawelf
second hand man and the culprit was
known principle among newspapers
soon caught and identified. He Is now
that it scarcely seems necessary to
serving thirty days by order of Judge mention it, but It is done for the beneWooster.
fit of the benighted newspaper (?)
Dr. Ahlers, dentist, over fhe First whose editor has not yet learned
National bank. Hours 8:30 a. m. to
principles of the craft
12 m.; 1:30 to 5 p. n. and 7 to 9 p. m,
For a gift to husband, father or
204-t- f
brother get a comfortable jersey office
coat at llfeld's.
s

.

30-6-

32-2-

now-a-day-
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Dserfoot Sausage,
Fresh New York Apples,

Pure Buckweat",
Fresh Preserves,
Jellies, etc., at v

.

C. D. BOUCHER,
U. Hof
to
(Successor
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melster.)

LAS VEGAS.

The Plaza.

Holiday Furniture
things for Christmas presents which It
tained we. ask particular attention to the
many

Brakeman Jake Shull Is oft. on account of illness, ' i
,
There Is at present thirteen men in
the local hospital.
passenger Brakeman R. P. Carmien
' '
Is in the hospital.
Firemen Head, Schultz and Ginter
are on the eick list
Engineers Brennan and Collier are
off on account of sickness.
The B. of R. T. lodge was photographed yesterday afternoon.
Passenger Conductor Chas. Steph
enson has returned from Denver.
Conductor Geo. M. Hill is again run
ning passenger between this
city anc'
Albuquerque.
At one time yesterday there was
but one serviceable freight engine in
the round house.
Passenger Conductor Stephenson
has reported for duty after spending
a few days In Denver. The railway Icehouses are being
cleaned and put in condition to re
ceive 'trye coming ice crop.
Brakeman Tom Smith, one of the
oldest men on this division is In the
hospital very low with dropsy.
A number of new passenger coaches
have recently passed throuj,'Ji the city
consigned to the Mexican Central
road.
Passenger Brakeman H. M. Strong
had hia feet slightly frosted In coming
over the Raton mountains Monday
morning.
Third Vice President Blssell passed
through on .No. 17 yesterday for the
south. He is on a tour of Inspection
for the entire system.
Herman Tassoy, son of Mrs. E.
Marcotte, has arrived in the city from
St. Paul, Minn., 'ind has: taken a position in the shops here as engine wiper.
The station master nas drawn a
line on tho walk around the depot
over which, transfer and cabmen aie
not 'allowed to pass in sollcftir.5 patronage..
Supt. Hurley has posted a bulletin
at the yard office stating that a bivle-mahas been given fifteen credit
marks fof relieving a fireman that had
been injured and unable for duty.
The Mexican that was hurt some
time since, at.Wagon Mound, supposedly by a trainman, has almost recovered
and exonorates the trainmen from any
blame in the unfortunate accident.
Notwithstanding the fact that all
the available roTling stock of the rail
road is in service there are twenty-fou- r
trainmen on the extra list. This
is caused by the exceedingly heavy
trains being hauled.
John McNeill, grand president of the
Boilermakers' union, is in Omaha to
interview the officials of the Union Pa
cific railroad In the attempt to effect
a settlement of the differences which
caused a strike in the Cheyenne shops
a month ago". He says that unless
'.the matter is fixed up soon he will
call out every bollermaker on the
Union Pacific.
Plans have almost been perfected by
the Pennsylvania railroad company for
putting into effect the pension system on January 1. A 'number of meet
ings have been held by the officers of
the company in relation to this fund,
and it is stated that within a short
time definite arrangements - will be
made by which those who have reached the age of 70 years will be put on
the retired list.
''
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CURE

A SURE
Twenty-Fiv-

e

.

See Our Full Nickel Skate at S .25.

.

FOR RENT

32-2-

four, room house on
Enquire Chas. Tamme.
84-t- f
-

A

Fifth street.
....

..if

30-6- t,

e

EW

& BRO.

Bridge Street Hardware Store.
LUDWIQ ILFELD.

STOVES?
The finest Heating Stoves that ever
rolled into Las Vegas, and

THE LEADERS OF DRY GOODS.

Useful Holiday Presents, THE ST. CLAIR RANGES.
Ladies' Embroidered Lace, arid
Linen Handkerchief,
Ladies' and Ch ildren's Kid Gloves
and Mittens,
Ladies' Silk Mittens ;
Ladies' Neck Wear,
Ladies' Embroidered A prons,
Ice Wool (Squares,
Leather Goods, Emi'iro Fans,
Fine white and colored Bed

Gentlemen's Silk and Linen
;
Handkerchiefs.
G. ntlemen's silk & Wool Mufflers,
Gentlemen's Gloves,
Gentlemen's Fancy Outing Flan

Spreads,
Dress Uoods, Waist Silks,

Long Cloaks.
Fancy Piaid, Wool Blankets.

nel Clowns.
Gentlemen's Neckwear,
Gentlemen's Silk Shirts,
Fir Collarettes,
Children's Eiderdown Flannel

--

-

Better quality, handsomer finish, or superior grade of work
Price within your
cannot be found in any other range.
reach. Come and see them. Everything in the Hardware Lixe. PLUMBING and STEAM and HOT WATER
;

FITTING.

,

WAGMER
Masonic

&

Temple.

MYERS,

'

Just the Thing for

Cold Weather,

1
Anything you want in the Hardware lino.

Ujsef ul Holiday Gifts.
f
' "
121 Sixtji Street.

Headquarters for
.4

'

j

:

-

- - - Vici Kid, 3 Strap"Fancy Beaded, 3 Strap. French heel
Vici Kid, 4 Strap

;

-

-

-

-

Matron Slippers ; - - - - Felt Slippers, All Sizes.

-

-

$1.25

$1

P. O. HOGSETT, Proprietor.

I

Railroad Ave.

50,

j

General Merchandised
Ranch trade a specialty.

Highest prices paid for wool, hides and pelts.

Masonic Temple.

;

i ?

.

.

.

tf

24-t-

Gold and silver jewelry

Rlvera,She Bridge

at Lujan

'.

jewelers.
'
25-t- f'

&

tf

The Store
S
SZ.

m--

:

Dolls

percent

Discount Iron Toys
on all

1
k

our

'

Silk v
Waists

'S'

"engines,
-

;

-

i

Rich Am ericsr
latest designs.

.

r

out

the

Fine China

now

An elegant line
China.

of

imported

Mexican Drawn Work
A laigo and selt' line at
,

reasonable prices.

Celluloid

Discount

Ware

Ouff boxes, scart

und'. hand-

The genuine artfdk
lino on display

our

,

;

flanients,

12
in

Santa Claus Headquarters!

.

DUyci'sS0

to

e--

m

?

33f

as thtso are al '
:
i i
tmny mir nnsstfsI
priUcU 1J yaoo
Hion to yours before Christmas
mndA
IibdtjvJ
.
L

DESKS,

L

13.incta Pressed Dolls at. .25c
Dressed Dolls at lOc, 15c, 25c
Jointed Dolls, tin from . . zoc
Kid Bdy Dolls, up from aoc
1

from...

.

$10

100

:

Kindergarten 5?
CHAIRS,
WASH

eve.

only
new

your

mcftey back.

'

H

inclifle8

tor

-

their Christmas stocking
The f0rmai opening c four Holiday Stock f
is something more than a mere incident in a year's merchandis- - 3
classed as an everjt.
ing. It is of MifMent importance to be
A full line of 13
Sale.
SLKDS,
DOLL CABS3;
' The best
of
representatives
HOBBY
2
have met here; quite
HORSES,
3j
a convention of all style?, comIRON
of dolls.
plexions and conditions
WAGONS,
Hundreds of little hearts will be
SCHOOL
doll-do-

Furs and
Plushes

goods
on hand.
Every garment
guaranteed
to give ,
eatisf actieu '

3

SETS,
1

J
vJ

5
5i-

.33

fron tos, Iron
Banks & Build- - ZS.
ing blocks and 3;
everything need-rS

ed for Christmas.

5

'

kerchief cases, ite.

Carved Leather

1

Where
Dollars
Do
Full Duty

H Christmiis Poll

Ladies'

Cut Glass
;

per cent
on all

Trains, carfcv
faciei wage ImC

"'

S

of all descriptions.
body, jointed, itqne,
China and dressed.

Prices.

WlixC
VV nClC

We have on Display:
Toys

Little

,1

-

j

Holiday' Goods 1
15

losenthal Bros.

of

rleaoq uafters

on hand.
:.FOR RENT Two nice rooms at St.
"26-- tf
Anthony's sanitarium.
Some
For funeral supplies, monuments and
very
cut flowers go to Dearth, the underchoice
taker. I. O. O. F. cemetery trustee
28-Both 'phones.
ones
The locally famous meals , at the
left.
Plaza hotel are equal to the best to
be found anywhere, Superior food,
Workmanship
prepared by professional cooks, served
"and Fit. ..
by courteous waiters from" snowy
guaranteed
lables, leaves nothing to be desired.
to give
Is
a pleasant surprise and
Every meal
lS6-tf- .
a toothsome delight.
Satisfaction.
.

r ROSENW ALDS
'Plaza"

boxes,-lodges'an-

24-t- f.

A

.

N. L. Rosenthal & Co.,

.

'

&

Sixth md Douglas Aves., East Las Vega, N.
IOTestuienM mrte and
Unimproved Land nd City Property for nale
Improved nd
Title examined, rent collected and raze paid.
attended to for

$1.25
$1.50

and

Hogsett, Notary Public

HOGSETT,
LOANS AND READ ESTATE),
M

$175

-

---

P. C.

1881.

WISE

$2.50
- - $2.00
- $2.50

----

----

Established

.

F. J. GEHRING.

Sixth Street.

Sporleder Shoe Co.

Fancy Bow, 1 Strap
Plain One Strap Slipper

The King Among Heating Stoves.

and GAPES.

LADIEScii?LDUEN's JACKETS

;

- : - East Las Vegas.

Great Reductions in Prices on all

;

t,

32-2-

THE PLAZA.

Ladies' Slippers
Styles
Patent Leather. 3 Strap - - - - - -

.

Established paying general mer
cantile business located in one of the
best points In New Mexico. - Post of
fice in store. You can either buy or
with improve
lease the realestate
ments which consist of a six room res
house. 40xCO with
idence,
good cellar, good store and post office
fixtures, stables, corrals1' with 320
acres land goat pasture, Several par
ties made fortunes there. Tho real
estate can be bought by paying ten
per cent cash, balance on nine yearly
Second Number of Lecture Course
payments with six per cent interest
"The Western Stars" under the man- cn deferred payments.. The real esthe
agement of the Central Lyceum tate is owned by a
Bureau appear on the lecture course present occupant will sell on account
next Saturday evening. The promise of having other business., .The busiis for a delightful evening. The At ness will bear the closet Investigation
chison champion says:
For particulars address B care Optic.
- "The concert
22-t- f
by the Western Stars
last night on the Midland College lee
A relable person who desires to pur
ture course was greeted with a packed
a good business in this city can
chase
hot
a single seat being left
house,
learn something to" their advantage
downstairs, and the
balcony .being full. It probably pleas by addressing L. H. care Optic office.
30-ted the most people of any number on
the course and each member oj the
FOR RENT Rooms " suitable for
company is an artist. The H'idience
lodging or light housekeeping over
was justly enthusiastic
and every store.'
Steam & Nahm
Inquire
number had one or two encores. The
street.
Bridge
no
were
specialties
entirely different
that it made a program so varied that
FOR RENT Two large, well furinterest never flagged for a minute.
nished rooms for housekeeping, 714
.
20-Main St.,.
,
Santa Claus left a copy pf his order
book at llfeld's for people to find out
for ren; . four room house
the desires of their children In Christ Fifth stree.
Enquire Chas. Tamme
f
mas presents.
...
Boston Clothing House for Christ
mas gifts for gentlemen.
It

-

CHARLES ILFELD,

feature about J. A,
Murray's store, is the warmth and hospitality one feels orT entering and
catching a glimpse of the beautiful
colors displayed lh Navajo and Mex
ican zarapes blankets of which he has :
a large stoclt
.,
One pleasant

one-stor-

Twill please us to show you our new furniture.

-

me

'

Co.-----

t

m

A

Ask to see the elegant
holiday
neckwear, silk'handerehief", nmftlers,
smoking jackets, in fact a complete
line of men's nobby furnishiivK ti iv.ir
new store. The Lewis Shoe autf Cloth
;r,
ing

Clothiers.

ate

h

.

fresh and beautiful assortment of
ladies' holiday neckwear In llfeld's
1t
millinery room.
"H. S. and M." overcoats are very
fine in quality and low in price, We
have them. Boston Clothing House.lt

up-to-d-

5
One of the most .desirable of these i? home desk ot dark antique.
surholes
of
row
double
inches
with
37
pigeon
wide,
quartered oak,
mounted bv a double "cabinet and having in the lower portion three
.1
swell front drawers, all designed and finished in admirable
is priced moderately tt $38.00
, style.
with every modern convenience and exhibiting
. .. Office desks fitted
1
""most thorough workmanship are sure to be approved by giver and
.. recioient
Alieadv seveial of these have been selected for presents at
"
Christmas. There is yet a good variety of both flat and rail top desks WE FIT ALt, SKATES ONTO YOUR FOOT AND SEE THAT YOU
at $12.00 to $40.00 each.
GET THE RIGHT SIZE.

-

--

we can

Skates for Men
Skate for Boys
Skates for Girls.
Skates for Women.
Skates for Everybody.

.

Tho first Indication of croup
hoarseness, and in a child subject to

'

cus- -

SKATES! SKATES!

-

hmI

Following this hoarseness i3 a peculiar rough' cough. If Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy Is given as soon as" the
child becomes hoarse, , or even after
the croupy cough appears, It will pre
vent the attack. It is used in many
In this broad
thousands of homeland and never disappoints the anxious mothers. We 'havd yet to learn
of a single Instance in' which It has hot
proved effectual. 'No other prepara
tion can show such a record twentyfive years' constant' use without a
failure. For sale by KD'Gooda!!,
'
druggist.
"
"

R. R. Avenue. Aggressively

''

For Gentlemen:

is

that disease it may he taken as a sure
sign of the approach of an 'attack.

te)

BOSTON CLOTHING HOUSE

'

Use

-

father, brother or gentlemen friends, call on us
help you out.

--

FOR CROUP

years' Constant
Without a Failure

up-to-da-

In fact, if you are at a loss to know what to buy for

)

dark antique, polish finished oak,
A handsome desk of quarter-sawecarved front, French legs, full width drawer with lock, costs only
.
.,
...
;
v
,el finished
ie'sk with marquetry inlaid front, swell drawer,
A mahogany
French legs, gilt pulls, f 12.00
An elegant desk of birdseye maple with extension base, swell drawer;
topped with French bevel mirrot 8x24 inches, is a gift to delight ttop
'
most fastidious lady and its price is but $16.50
A desk for the home is one of fine, quarter-sawe- d
golden oak containchiffoniere and a
ing, beside the well appointed desk, a
shelf bookcase with glass doors.thaving capacity fer 75 volumes
the Whole pitce beautifully finished price $28.00
Of these combination bookcase and desk styles we have many at
prices from S15.00 to $3.5o
'0-5-

More Room.

Making

Graaf & Moore," the hustling Sixth
street grocers, have made a number
of changes In the store within the
past week, having leased the Tear portion of the building recently occupied
Petten Drug Co.,
by the Murphey-Vaadjoining their store. Archways have
been cut in the wall, connecting
the rooms and in the upper portion
the gallery has been extended and
will be used for storage purposes. The
butter, cheese, fish, game and oyster
chests will be placed In the new apartment To be able to ' appreciate the
large - stock of goods that the firm
carries one should go through their
cellar which Is well filled with canned goods, flour and potatoes,' which
are purchased in carload lots.' The
gallery and newly added department
on the first floor Is crowded with canned fruits, vegetables, bottled goods,
dried fruits,, sugar,ieas, coffees, etc.
A new feature adopted by the firm, and
an excellent time saver is the. loading
of their delivery wagons from the rear
Instead of the front of the store.

;

tomary isecntie or Murner.

"

d,

,

.

If you can think of nothing else, then j'ou can fall back on the

'

'

Railroad Rumblings!

.

Pair of Dress Gloves.
A Fancy Vest. (Right

For Home and Office.

as!

--

A Nice, Nobby Suit. (It won't cost much.)
A Stylish Top Coat or a Warm Ulster.
A Pretty Smoking Jacket.
A Pair of Silk Suspenders.

Beautiful Desks
For Ladies:

X-m-

Appropriate for Gifts for Gentlemen.

:

Among the manyJnew, choice and suitable
con-

Gilts lor

.

Her j are a few of the many practical
things we have

Arrived Saturday. r

J. H. STEARNS,

-

Practical

.lore

recom-mendaton-

'

21-t-

2nd
canoaa

l

Cigar satisfaction you can get It at
the Standard Cigar Co's. now retail
We have a very large line of boy's branch on Sixth street, whether you
knee pants at. low prices. Boston pay Be or 60c for your smoke. They
"
the particular and attract the
'' "
'"
Clothing House. "
it suit
economical. Pass your "Don't know
Hedgcock, the Bridge street shoe what to do with yourself evenings
dealer is sole agent In this city for
t
card and reading room.
the Douglas shoe. Every shoe is
The Common Sense Boot and Shoe
guaranteed to be as good as any oa the
Store on Bridge street, C. V. Hedg
market for the money.
t
cock, proprietor,' received a large line
Place your orders, tor candy for the of the W. L.- - Douglas shoes for men;
holidays with Hernandez & Young, This shoe is sold for $3 and Is guartne home manufacturers
of pure anteed to be worth as much as any
4 shoe on the market.
f
32 6t
wholesome candy,
32-6-

The tendency of Modern Times is Toward
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